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3 DAYS COURSE
CONTENT 

ABOUT AIS & ICE01
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04
05

HUMAN RIGHTS & EU VALUES

LEARNING GERMAN

HOUSING

06

WORKING AS A MIGRANT, STUDENT, REFUGEE. . .

08

QUIZ ( INTERACTIVE)

09 EUROPE4ALL

10

QUESTIONS

NETWORKING



CONTENT FOR
TODAY!

ABOUT AIS & ICE01
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04

HUMAN RIGHTS & EU VALUES

GUEST SPEAKERS: EUROPE4ALL

QUIZ ( INTERACTIVE)



ICE BREAKER
TIME!

Austrian Association of Inclusive Society



support activit ies that promote learning and personal development,
enhance intercultural understanding and cooperation within the EU and beyond.
promote social inclusion, active citizenship, and the development of key
competences among young people.

improve the quality and relevance of education and training systems
support the modernization of education and training policies and practices. 

Erasmus+ is a European Union (EU) program that provides funding opportunities for
individuals and organizations involved in education, training, and youth activit ies,
including study abroad programs, internships,  teaching and training exchanges, youth
exchanges, and strategic partnerships between institutions

The program aims to 

Through Erasmus+, the EU aims to 

OUR PROJECT> Key Action 2: Cooperation among organisations and institutions



ABOUT US

The Austrian Association of Inclusive Society (AIS) is a non-profit
organization based in Vienna, Austria. The organization's main goal is
to promote social inclusion and equality in Austria.

AIS works to raise awareness about the issues on inequality ,  and
promotes the development of policies and practices that promote
inclusion in al l  aspects of society. 

The organization works with a wide range of stakeholders,  including
government agencies,  businesses,  and civi l  society groups, to achieve its
goals.



INFORMAL CIVIC
EDUCATION
The ICE Project aims to create "learning communities for adults" focused on civic
practices and issues,  addressing the increased isolation experienced during the
pandemic. It  recognizes the interconnections across economic, health,  environmental ,
cultural ,  and geographical aspects,  emphasizing the need for learning and socializing
opportunities.  By revitalizing grassroots associations and cultural centers for adults ,
the project promotes new activit ies and innovative methods centered around civic
and participatory themes. It  seeks to bridge the gap between individuals proficient in
digital platforms and those excluded, fostering inclusivity and reducing social and
psychological distress.  Through Civic Education, the project aims to integrate
multicultural communities and rejuvenate intergenerational practices while
emphasizing the importance of informal learning.
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HUMAN RIGHTS
& EU VALUES



WHAT ARE HUMAN
RIGHTS?
According to the United Nations
watch video: https://youtu.be/6e8m8L9BFa4?si=GI1G5ZgJTO4dW8Lz 

They include the right to  l ife and liberty, freedom from slavery and
torture, freedom of opinion and expression, the right to work and
education, and many more.   

Human rights are rights inherent to all human beings, regardless
of race, sex, nationality, ethnicity, language, religion, or any
other status. 

https://youtu.be/6e8m8L9BFa4?si=GI1G5ZgJTO4dW8Lz
https://youtu.be/6e8m8L9BFa4?si=GI1G5ZgJTO4dW8Lz
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EUROPEAN VALUES
The EU’s values are laid out in article 2 of the Lisbon Treaty
and the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights.  These are:

-Human dignity
-Democracy
-Equality
-Rule of law
-Human rights

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:12016ME/TXT&from=EN
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=celex:12012P/TXT


Democracy:  People's voice in governance.

Human Rights: Universal dignity and freedoms.

Rule of Law: Equal justice for al l .

Freedom: Individual empowerment and l iberties.

Equality: Inclusive opportunities for everyone.



GUEST SPEAKERS
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QUIZ

HUMAN 
RIGHTS EU VALUES



HUMAN RIGHTS & EU VALUES
 What are human rights?

Answer



HUMAN RIGHTS & EU VALUES
What are some of the European values? 

Answer



NETWORKING & EXCHANGE

Austrian Association of Inclusive Society
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